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fused porous surfaces with
corrosion resistance potential on aluminum alloy

Peng Yu, Zhongxu Lian, Jinkai Xu* and Huadong Yu *

The slippery liquid infused porous surface has developed into a potential technology to solve the problemof

poor durability in corrosion resistance. Herein, a kind of slippery liquid infused porous surface is created on

7075 aluminum alloy by wire electrical discharge machining for corrosion resistant applications. The

hardness of the constructed porous microstructure is similar to the aluminum alloy substrate material,

which ensures the stability of the slippery liquid infused porous surface. The modification of low surface

energy substance fluorosilane avoids the direct contact between corrosive liquid and porous surface,

and improves the lyophobic performance of the porous microstructure surface. The corrosion resistance

of the porous microstructure surface is enhanced by the injection of perfluorinated lubricating oil. The

experimental results show that the created slippery liquid infused porous surface can display super-

slippery properties and durable corrosion resistance. The average sliding velocity of a water droplet is

0.48 � 0.05 mm s�1 at a sliding angle of 5�. The corrosion current density of the surface is 3.116 � 10�6

A cm�2, which is 2 orders of magnitude lower than that of the polished surface. And the impedance

radius reaches 90 kU cm2, which is about 20 times that of the polished surface.
1. Introduction

The high-strength aluminum alloy, including the 2XXX, 6XXX,
and 7XXX series, is one of the most widely used non-ferrous
metal materials in industry.1 Because of its good mechanical
and physical properties, it is widely used in the elds of avia-
tion, aerospace, automobiles andmechanical manufacturing.2–4

However, due to its active chemical properties and poor corro-
sion resistance in harsh environments, the application of
aluminum alloys in corresponding elds is restricted.5,6 There-
fore, it is of great signicance to improve the corrosion resis-
tance and prolong the service life of aluminum alloy by surface
treatment technology. Corrosion resistance technology mainly
includes electrochemical protection,7 surface nano crystalliza-
tion protection8 and preparation of a superhydrophobic
surface.9–12 Slippery liquid infused porous surfaces (SLIPS) use
lubricating oil to replace the air in the microstructure gap on
the surface of the substrate, with the help of capillary action to
lock the lubricating oil in the microstructure and form an oil
lm on the substrate. The oil lm blocks the contact between
corrosive liquid and substrate, so as to achieve the purpose of
corrosion resistance. In recent years, SLIPS has gradually
become one new technology to replace the above corrosion
resistance technologies.13,14 The uidity of lubricant provides
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the SLIPS with an ability to repair itself, which is an advantage
of SLIPS similar to superhydrophobic surfaces,15–17 the SLIPS
has broad application prospects in many other elds including
anti-icing,18,19 self-cleaning20 and bioengineering.21

The SLIPS is usually developed based on superhydrophobic
substrates and there are many excellent works in the eld of
superhydrophobic substrates. Dr Song22 proposed a mold
replication technology to realize the large-scale fabrication of
superhydrophobic conical pillars with high mechanical
strength Boinovich23 considered the role of different mecha-
nisms of corrosion protection, related to the superhydrophobic
state of the surface. The corrosion current density of the
superhydrophobic coatings contacted with 3 M solutions of KCl
during 2 h can reached 4.0 � 10�11 A cm�2. Up to now, scholars
have done a lot of research on the construction of surface
porous microstructure required by SLIPS with various methods
including chemical reaction,24 spraying,25,26 self-assembly,27,28

electrochemical coating29 and laser irradiation.30 For example,
Kim29 reported a direct fabrication method of SLIPS by elec-
trochemical coating and studied the effect of surface structure
size and layer distribution on lubricant retention under high
shear conditions by comparing the loss of lubricants, contact
angle lag and sliding angle of water and ethanol droplets on
different surfaces. Yeong30 prepared a exible super-
hydrophobic silica gel material by copying the micro-texture of
laser-irradiated aluminum substrate to polydimethylsiloxane,
by injecting silicone oil into the microstructures, the material
achieved the anti-icing property. Although the preparation of
porous microstructure has been made signicant progress, the
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 847–855 | 847
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problems of high cost, low efficiency, poor stability and dura-
bility have not been solved. For example, the raw materials used
in spraying method are expensive, some of which are organic
and harmful to health. The biggest disadvantage of self-
assembly technology is that the stability is slightly poor, and
the structure is easy to be destroyed under the action of some
solvents. The problem of preparing porous structure by chem-
ical reaction is low efficiency.

In this paper, the porous microstructure is constructed on
the surface of 7075 aluminum alloy by a novel wire electrical
discharge machining (WEDM). The principle of WEDM is to use
high temperature melting and vaporizing materials produced
by pulse discharge between tool electrode and workpiece elec-
trode, which enables precision machining of porous micro-
structure onmetal surface.31Due to the rapid cooling of coolant,
a recast layer with porous microstructure is formed on the
surface, and its hardness is generally greater than that of the
substrate material.32 This is benecial to the stability of the
porous microstructure required by SLIPS. Furthermore, the
processing of planar and various complex shapes of cavity can
be achieved by WEDM, it provides conditions for large-area,
high-efficiency precision construction of porous microstruc-
ture on metal surface. Aer modication with a low surface
energy substance uorosilane, the prepared porous micro-
structure surface is injected with peruorinated lubricating oil
to obtain the SLIPS. The corrosion resistance of prepared
sample surface treated by different methods is evaluated by
potentiodynamic polarization curve measurement, electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy test and immersion experi-
ment in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution. The results indicate that the
prepared SLIPS provides stable and durable corrosion
resistance.
2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation of the SLIPS

Inspired by the super-slippery surface of nepenthes plant,
a slippery surface on aluminum alloy substrate (die casting 7075
aluminum alloy plate, a commercial aluminum alloy without
overheating treatment) was prepared by liquid injection to
realize the stable and durable corrosion resistance property. In
this research, the porous microstructure on aluminum alloy
substrate was constructed by a multiple cutting method using
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of multiple cutting method.
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WEDM technology (Fig. 1). The processing parameters are
shown in Table 1. In the electrical machining process, the
morphology and size of the porous microstructure are associ-
ated with the pulse discharge energy (see Section 3.1 for details).
During the rst cutting, the surface is roughly processed under
a higher discharge energy condition, aiming at quickly
removing material. The second and third cuttings are actually
a semi-nishing process to correct the size of the workpiece by
setting the offset reasonably, and the discharge energy is
reduced as compared to that generated during the rst cutting
process. The fourth cutting is nish machining, the size of the
workpiece is corrected again by further reducing the discharge
energy, and the surface of the sample is machined to minimize
the size of the porous microstructures.

The aluminum alloy samples treated by WEDM were cleaned
using ultrasonic vibration with acetone, ethanol and deionized
water in turn and dried at room temperature. Then the dry and
clean samples were immersed into the modifying solution for 2
hours to reduce surface energy, and taken out for drying. To
prepare the modifying solution, uorosilane and ethanol were
mixed at a mass ratio of 1 : 100 and a magnetic mixer was used
to mix the content evenly. A micro-injector was used to release
20 mL of peruorinated lubricating oil (Dupont GPL 103) onto
the surface of samples modied by uorosilane. The angle of
inclination of the sample surface was changed continuously to
make the lubricating oil spread evenly. Then the sample injec-
ted with lubricating oil was inclined at 25� and xed for 1 hour
to ensure that the excessive oil could ow away from the sample
surface. The preparation process of the SLIPS is shown as Fig. 2.

2.2. Sample characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss-EVO MA25, Ger-
many) was used to capture the microscopic topography images
of the sample surface, and the surface was sprayed with gold
and imaged in a low vacuum mode to ensure image quality.
Three-dimensional morphology of sample surface was obtained
by laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM, Zeiss-LSM700,
Germany). The chemical composition of the sample surface
was analyzed by energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS, Oxford-X-
Max 20, The United Kingdom) in a plane scanning mode with
an area of 50 mm� 50 mm, and the results were average values of
5 different regions. The wettability of the sample surface was
measured by developed contact angle measuring instrument
using ellipse method (measurement range: 0–180�, reading
resolution: 0.01�). The stopwatch was used to record the time
and the image was taken by a CCD camera. In order to solve the
problem of wettability deviation caused by the uniformity of the
surface obtained by the WEDM, the contact angle (CA) was
measured repeatedly at ve different positions on the surface of
the sample.

2.3. Corrosion resistance test

In this paper, the corrosion resistance of aluminum alloy
surface treated by different methods was analyzed in detail. A
group of polished surface (PS) was taken as experimental
control group, and the other three groups were WEDM surface
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Multiple cutting parameters of WEDM

Cutting order
Wire speed
(m s�1)

Peak current
(A)

Pulse width
(ms)

Pulse interval
(ms)

Peak voltage
(V)

Offset
(mm)

1st 11.6 19.2 24 96 100 162
2nd 3.9 9.6 6 24 100 102
3rd 3.9 5.12 0.4 6 80 92
4th 3.9 3.2 0.25 2.5 80 90

Fig. 2 The preparation process of the SLIPS. Step 1: preparation of rough porous structures on aluminum alloy substrate by WEDM. Step 2:
aluminum alloy samples treated by WEDM were immersed into a modifying solution prepared by mixing fluorosilane and ethanol in a ratio of
1 : 100. Step 3: perfluorinated lubricating oil was injected into the porous microstructure on aluminum alloy substrate.
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(WEDMS, showing hydrophobicity), WEDM surface modied by
uorosilane (FWEDMS, showing approximate super-
hydrophobicity) and SLIPS. At room temperature, the corrosion
resistance of the sample surface was evaluated by potentiody-
namic polarization curve measurement, electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy test and immersion experiment in
3.5 wt% NaCl solution. The electrochemical experiments were
performed using the Zahner Zennium electrochemical work-
station with three-electrode electrolytic cell. The diameter of the
circular sheet working electrode was 14 mm and the thickness
was 2 mm, the exposed area was 1 cm2. Platinum electrode and
saturated calomel electrode (SCE) were used as counter elec-
trode and reference electrode, respectively. In the potentiody-
namic polarization curve measurement, the scanning rate was
set to 0.5 mV s�1, and the scanning potential range of each
Fig. 3 SEM images of aluminum alloy surface treated by WEDM with diff
and f) Third cutting. (g and h) Fourth cutting. (b, d, f and h) are the enlar

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
sample was set from �1 V to 1 V (vs. open circuit potential).
Before the polarization scans started, the electrodes were
stabilized for 1 hour in electrolytic cell, and the open circuit
potential (OCP) was recorded at the same time (the OCPs of PS,
WEDMS FWEDMS and SLIPS were �0.82 mv, �0.72 mv, �0.78
mv, �0.65 mv, respectively). The corrosion potential (Ecorr) and
corrosion current density (Icorr) were obtained by Tafel extrap-
olation method to analyze the corrosion resistance performance
of the sample surface. The electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy (EIS) were recorded by applying a sinusoidal 10 mV
perturbation signal through a frequency domain from 100 kHz
down to 10 mHz. The steps per decade of frequency in a single
spectrum were set to 4 at lower limit and 8 above 66 Hz. In the
salt solution immersion experiment, the samples were
immersed in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution. The surface morphology,
erent cutting times. (a and b) First cutting. (c and d) Second cutting. (e
ged views of (a, c, e and g) respectively.

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 847–855 | 849
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chemical composition and wettability of the samples during
immersion were analyzed to evaluate the corrosion resistance.
Fig. 5 Wetting state of water droplets on SLIPS. (a) CA of water droplet
on SLIPS. (b1) and (b2) Sliding state of water droplet on SLIPS. (c–f)
Motion results of different kinds of droplets on SLIPS inclined at an
angle of 10 degrees: (c) acid droplet, PH¼ 3. (d) Alkali droplet, PH¼ 13.
(e) Salt droplet, 3.5% NaCl solution. (f) Water droplet.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Surface micromorphology and wetting performance
analysis

Fig. 3 shows the SEM images of aluminum alloy surface treated
by WEDM with different cutting times. Fig. 3a and b are the
micro morphology of the treated surface aer rst cutting. It
can be seen that many craters with a diameter ranging from 60
to 100 mm were formed on the surface. The craters are sur-
rounded by some porous structures due to the accumulation of
spattered melt during WEDM. When the sample surface is cut
for the second time, the number of craters on the aluminum
alloy surface per unit area increases signicantly due to the
decrease of crater size, ranging from 20 to 60 mm (as shown in
Fig. 3c). The increase of the number of craters also results in the
increase of the number of porous structures around the craters,
as shown in the Fig. 3d. Aer cutting the sample for the third
time (as shown in Fig. 3e and f), the crater size continues to
decrease (15–20 mm), while the number of crater and porous
structure increases correspondingly. Following the forth cutting
(as shown in Fig. 3g), the size of craters reached the minimum,
ranging from 5 to 15 mm, displaying the largest number of
craters. At the same time, the number of the porous structure
increases signicantly (as shown in Fig. 3h), which is very
conducive to the storage of lubricating oil. Fig. 4 is the 3D
morphology of the treated surface by WEDM with different
cutting times. It can be observed that with the increase of
cutting times, the size of surface crater decreases but the
number increases, which also leads to the increase of the
number of porous microstructure.

Fig. 5 shows the wetting state of water droplets on the SLIPS.
As shown in Fig. 5a, the CA of water droplet on the SLIPS is
110.65 � 1.14�, exhibiting excellent hydrophobicity. Sliding
process of water droplet on the SLIPS was also investigated in
this paper as shown in Fig. 5b1 and b2. The average sliding
Fig. 4 3D morphology of treated surface by WEDM with different
cutting times. (a) First cutting. (b) Second cutting. (c) Third cutting. (d)
Fourth cutting.
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velocity of water droplet (10 mL) is 0.48 � 0.05 mm s�1 at
a sliding angle (SA) of 5�. In addition, the sliding state of the
dyed acid droplet (pH ¼ 3), alkali droplet (pH ¼ 13), salt droplet
(3.5% NaCl solution) and water droplet on the SLIPS are shown
in Fig. 5c–f. It can be seen that the droplets can easily slide on
the surface, although the surface tilt angle is very small, it still
shows a smooth sliding. It indicates that the WEDM aluminum
alloy surface can be injected lubricating oil to achieve super-
slippery property.
3.2. Corrosion current density, corrosion potential and
impedance analysis

Fig. 6 illustrates the polarization curves of the PS, WEDMS,
FWEDMS and SLIPS aer immersion in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution.
Table 2 shows the corrosion potential (Ecorr), corrosion current
(Icorr) and corrosion protection efficiency (IE) of the sample
Fig. 6 Polarization curves of the PS, WEDMS, FWEDMS and SLIPS after
immersion in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 2 Corrosion potential (Ecorr), corrosion current (Icorr) and
corrosion protection efficiency (IE) of aluminum alloy sample surface
with different treatment methods after immersion in 3.5 wt% NaCl
solution

Samples Ecorr (V) Icorr (A cm�2) IE

PS �1.1710 1.119 � 10�4 —
WEDMS �1.1304 7.175 � 10�5 35.88%
FWEDMS �1.1593 5.606 � 10�5 49.90%
SLIPS �1.0071 3.116 � 10�6 97.22%

Fig. 7 Nyquist plots of aluminum alloy samples surface treated by
different methods.

Fig. 8 Optical image of aluminum alloy samples surface treated by
different methods before and after immersion in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution
for 21 days. From left to right are PS, WEDMS, FWEDMS and SLIPS. The
first line is the sample surface before immersion and the second line is
the sample surface after immersion.
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surface with different treatment methods. Compared to PS, the
corrosion current density of theWEDMS decreases slightly from
1.119 � 10�4 A cm�2 to 7.175 � 10�5 A cm�2. Aer modied by
uorosilane, the corrosion current density of the WEDMS
further reduces to 5.606 � 10�5 A cm�2. The SLIPS has the
smallest corrosion current density of 3.116 � 10�6 A cm�2,
decreased by about two orders of magnitude compared with the
PS. Additionally, the corrosion potential of the WEDMS,
FWEDMS and SLIPS shis to the right relative to the PS, and the
offset of the SLIPS is the largest, increased by 0.1639 V.

The increase of corrosion potential and the decrease of
corrosion current density indicate that the SLIPS effectively
inhibits the anodic solubility of the aluminum alloy. This is
similar to the results of Jeong33 and Dong34 discussed in
reducing the corrosion current density by using electrochemical
anodizing technique and sand peening method. The oil lm
formed by the injection of lubricating oil plays an important
role in preventing the direct contact between the chloride ions
and the surface of the sample, thereby improving the corrosion
resistance of the aluminum alloy surface in a corrosive envi-
ronment. The corrosion protection efficiency of aluminum alloy
sample surface treated by different methods can be calculated
by the corrosion current density of the surface. The equation is
as follows:

IE ¼ I0 � I

I0
� 100% (1)

where, I0 is the corrosion current density of the PS and I is the
corrosion current density of the WEDMS, FWEDMS and SLIPS.
According to the equation, the corrosion protection efficiency of
WEDMS, FWEDMS and SLIPS is 35.88%, 49.90% and 97.22%,
respectively, as shown in Table 2.

Fig. 7 presents the Nyquist plots of the PS, WEDMS,
FWEDMS and SLIPS. The PS has an impedance radius of
approximately 4 kU cm2. Compared to the PS, the impedance of
the WEDMS is increased, and the impedance radius is about 2
times higher than that of the PS. The reason is that the air lled
in the porous microstructures of the WEDMS forms an air layer,
which prevents corrosive chloride ions from coming into
contact with the metal substrate. But this kind of air layer is
unstable and will be destroyed under certain conditions, such
as high liquid pressure. In the process of WEDM, as the cutting
uid is oil organic matter, a large amount of free carbon (the
weight percentage of carbon element increases 14.9% by
WEDM) is produced by decomposition at high temperature,
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
which is attached to the surface layer of substrate aer cooling.
So the carbon layer also plays an important role in the corrosion
resistance of the material. In addition, the improvement of
corrosion resistance of WEDMS compared to PS may be related
to the forming microstructure due to the re-melting of the
surface during the WEDM. For the FWEDMS, the impedance
further increases, and the impedance radius reaches 25 kU cm2.
It can be explained that the hydrophobicity of the surface is
enhanced aer modication, approximating to super-
hydrophobicity (CA is about 149�), and a more stable air layer is
formed between the metal substrate and the corrosion solution.
The impedance of the SLIPS is the largest, and the impedance
radius reaches 90 kU cm2, which is about 20 times than that of
the PS. This high impedance characteristic is due to the fact that
the liquid lubricanting oil completely covers the entire sample
surface and the formation of stable oil lm inhibits the electron
transfer between the substrate and the corrosion solution.

3.3. Analysis of corrosion resistance based on salt solution
immersion experiment

Fig. 8 is the optical image of aluminum alloy samples surface
treated by different methods before and aer immersion in
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 847–855 | 851



Fig. 9 SEM images of aluminum alloy surface treated by different
methods after 21 days of immersion in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution. The first
line are the SEM images of the PS at lower and higher magnification.
The second line are the SEM images of the SLIPS at lower and higher
magnification.
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3.5 wt% NaCl solution for 21 days (from le to right are PS,
WEDMS, FWEDMS and FLIPS). As shown in the rst line, the
PS, WEDMS and FWEDMS are initially smooth and clean, while
the SLIPS is covered with an oil lm before immersion. It can be
observed that a layer of loose white substance appears on the PS
aer 21 days of immersion, which are salty contaminants and
corrosion products deposited on the surface of aluminum alloy
samples. We can see there are fewer loose white substance on
theWEDMS than that of the PS, and the FWEDMS and SLIPS are
as clean as before immersion. Salt solution immersion experi-
ments show that both the FWEDMS and SLIPS provide strong
corrosion resistance. This also conrms the previous results of
potentiodynamic polarization curve measurement and electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy test, SLIPS has stronger
corrosion resistance.

Fig. 9 shows the SEM image of aluminum alloy surface
treated by different methods aer 21 days of immersion in
3.5 wt% NaCl solution. A large number of corrosion voids are
observed on the PS, with a diameter of about 10 mm (Fig. 9, SEM
images of the PS), that is, pitting of aluminum alloy. The
minimum number of corrosion voids are found on the SLIPS
(Fig. 9, SEM images of the SLIPS), and the results indicate that
the SLIPS has good corrosion resistance in the corrosion envi-
ronment of 3.5 wt% NaCl solution.
Table 3 Changes of elements Al, O, F, Na and Cl on aluminum alloy surfa
NaCl solution for 21 days

Sample types

Elemental composition and content (wt%)

Al O F

Day 0 Day 21 Day 0 Day 21 D

PS 98.9 92.1 1.1 5.2 —
WEDMS 84.9 81.5 15.1 18.6 —
FWEDMS 82.7 82.6 16.1 16.4 1
SLIPS 82.7 82.7 16.1 16.1 1
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In order to further study the corrosion state of different
surfaces in salt solution, the four groups of samples aer
immersion were taken out from the salt solution, and then
cleaned in alcohol and deionized water by ultrasonic vibration
in turn, the surface elements were observed using EDS aer
drying. Table 3 shows the changes of Al, O, F, Na and Cl
elements on the PS, WEDMS, FWEDMS and SLIPS before and
aer immersion in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution for 21 days. It is
found that the weight percentage of Al element on PS decreases
from 98.9% to 92.1%, while O element increases from 1.1% to
5.2% aer immersion. The corrosion of aluminum alloy makes
Al3+ ions enter into the solution to reduce the weight percentage
of Al element. Meanwhile, part of the generated Al3+ ions diffuse
outside the pitting, usually forming an aluminum hydroxide
layer which increases the weight percentage of O element on the
sample surface (see Section 3.4 for details). Furthermore, Na
and Cl elements on the surface are observed, indicating that
corrosion occurred on the PS in NaCl solution. A small amount
of Na and Cl elements are observed on the WEDMS and
FWEDMS aer 21 days of immersion in NaCl solution, and the
weight percentage of O element increased compared with that
before immersion (WEDMS: from 15.1% to 18.6%, FWEDMS:
from 16.1% to 16.4%). The increase of weight percentage O
element on FWEDMS is less than that on WEDMS. This means
that the corrosion degree of the WEDMS is lower than that of
the PS, and the corrosion degree of the FWEDMS is the lowest
among them. For the SLIPS, Na and Cl elements are not
detected on the surface aer 21 days of immersion in NaCl
solution, indicating that the surface exhibited strong corrosion
resistance to the NaCl solution. On the other hand, F element is
observed on the FWEDMS and SLIPS, with weight percentage of
1.1% and 1.2%, respectively. It is found that there is no
signicant change in the weight percentage of F element before
and aer immersion, indicating that the low surface energy lm
is not corroded in NaCl solution. It is further shown that the
FWEDMS and SLIPS have good corrosion resistance stability in
3.5 wt% NaCl solution.

The wettability of SLIPS was tested to further study the
corrosion resistance stability and durability of the SLIPS in the
salt solution during the immersion process. Fig. 10 shows the
wettability of SLIPS immersed in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution for
different days. It can be seen that the CA of water droplets on
the SLIPS without immersion is 110.35�. With the increase of
immersion days, the CA has a downward trend. In the rst three
ce treated by different methods before and after immersion in 3.5 wt%

Na Cl

ay 0 Day 21 Day 0 Day 21 Day 0 Day 21

— — 0.9 — 1.8
— — 0.3 — 0.6

.2 1.1 — 0.3 — 0.5

.2 1.2 — — — —

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 The wettability of SLIPS immersed in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution for different days. (a) CA. (b) SA.
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days of immersion, the CA decreases from 110.25� to 108.12�,
demonstrating an obvious downward trend. This may be related
to the desaturation of lubricating oil because excessive oil will
saturate the porous surface. During the 3–21 days of immersion,
the CA varied from 108.13–105.47� with a small change
(Fig. 10a). However, the SA increases gradually with increasing
immersion days. In Fig. 11b, it can be seen that the SA of water
droplets on the surface without immersion is about 5�, aer 21
days of immersion in NaCl solution, the SA increases to about
20�, but it still shows good hydrophobicity. The reason for the
stable wettability of the SLIPS may be that the lubricating oil
lm becomes thinner but not completely destroyed during
immersion in NaCl corrosion solution. Therefore, the SLIPS can
achieve good corrosion resistance stability and durability in
3.5 wt% NaCl solution environment.
Fig. 11 The schematic diagram of corrosion resistance mechanism of
solid–liquid two-phase contact interface between aluminum alloy
surface and 3.5 wt% NaCl solution under different treatment condi-
tions (a) FWEDMS, with air layer. (b) SLIPS, with oil layer.
3.4. Surface corrosion characteristics and corrosion
resistance mechanism

In fact, the surface of the aluminum alloy will undergo the
following corrosion reaction in the NaCl solution. When the
NaCl solution is in contact with the aluminum alloy substrate,
the reaction formula is as follows:

Alþ 3H2O ¼ AlðOHÞ3 þ
3

2
H2 (2)

Then, the boehmite produced in the previous step will be
dissolved by chloride ions. The reaction formulas are as follows:

Al(OH)3 + Cl� ¼ Al(OH)2Cl + OH� (3)

Al(OH)2Cl + Cl� ¼ Al(OH)Cl2 + OH� (4)

Al(OH)Cl2 + Cl� ¼ AlCl3 + OH� (5)

Meanwhile, the direct contact between chloride ion and
aluminum alloy substrate will aggravate the anodic dissolution
of the substrate, resulting in pitting, as shown in formula (6).
Part of the generated Al3+ ions diffuse outside the pitting,
usually forming an aluminum hydroxide layer at the edge of the
pitting, which hinders the further outward dispersion of Al3+

ions. The concentration of metal ions in corrosion voids is
higher than that outside due to the aggregation of Al3+ ions, that
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
is, excess positive charge. Therefore, the external chloride ions
will continue to enter pitting to maintain charge balance. At the
same time, the hydrolysis of Al3+ ions in pitting increases the
acidity of the local solution, resulting in a decrease in the pH
value, as shown in formula (7). The hydrolysis of chloride
caused by the large amount of chloride ions will further
aggravate the acidication of corrosion solution, thus
promoting the continuation of corrosion.

Al ¼ Al3+ + 3e� (6)

Al3+ + 3H2O ¼ Al(OH)3 + 3H+ (7)

During immersion in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, rst, an air
layer will be formed on the FWEDMS to prevent the corrosion
liquid from wetting the surface (Fig. 11a). Second, for the
hydrophobic surface of FWEDMS, it is negatively charged in
neutral solutions. Among the negative ions, corrosive chloride
ions has the lowest saturation coverage. The negative charging
of a hydrophobic surface causes a redistribution of ions inside
the double electric layer leading to the depletion of chloride
anion concentration in the vicinity of a solid surface.35 Finally,
the well-ordered layer of a hydrophobic agent acts as a barrier
for charge transfer, corrosive chloride ions cannot penetrate
into the substrate, and the possibility of corrosion reaction on
the FWEDMS is lower than that on the PS. For SLIPS, a barrier to
isolate corrosion solution is formed on the surface due to the
injection of high density and low surface energy lubricating oil,
as shown in Fig. 11b. Moreover, the high strength porous
microstructure produced by WEDM can lock the lubricant
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 847–855 | 853
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rmly on the surface of the sample, which makes the barrier
more stable and extremely difficult to penetrate by corrosion
solution. In addition, lubricating oil with uid properties
spontaneously ow to the defective areas on the surface through
capillary action driven by surface energy, resulting in self-
healing ability, which signicantly improves the surface defect
induction and aggravation of corrosion problems. In conclu-
sion, the SLIPS has better corrosion resistance in NaCl corro-
sion solution environment.

4. Conclusions

A novel WEDM technology was used to construct high strength
porous microstructures on 7075 aluminum alloy surfaces. Per-
uorinated lubricating oil was injected into the surface aer
uorosilane treatment to obtain the SLIPS. Evaluated by
potentiodynamic polarization curve measurement, electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy test and immersion experi-
ment in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, SLIPS has been proved to have
better stable and durable corrosion resistance than other three
surfaces PS, WEDMS and FWEDMS. The corrosion current
density of the SLIPS is 2 orders of magnitude lower than that of
the polished surface. And the impedance radius is about 20
times than that of the polished surface. The results of wetta-
bility analysis show that the prepared SLIPS can achieve super-
slippery property, and the SA is less than 5�. Meanwhile, the
self-healing ability of lubricating oil with uid properties can
signicantly improve the surface defect induction and corro-
sion problems. Furthermore, the processing of planar and
various complex shapes of cavity can be achieved, and WEDM
has been proved to be effective in fabricating porous micro-
structure on metal substrates, which provides a new idea for
fabricating porous microstructure with large area and low cost,
and widens the potential application of the SLIPS.
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